BMO Insurance

The Corporate Asset Transfer Plan

How can I transfer wealth
built up in my company to
my heirs tax effectively?
You have currently invested excess surplus in your company in a passive investment portfolio and wonder if there
is a better option for you today and for your heirs in the future.
Earnings from passive investments in a Canadian Controlled Private
Corporation (CCPC) are taxed at higher tax rates than business
income. Plus, these funds are not removed from your company
because they would incur additional tax if distributed to shareholders.
So, your investments are effectively “trapped”.
Furthermore, you realize that if you wanted to transfer the wealth
accumulated in your company to your heirs, you would have to
pay dividend tax on these amounts. In addition, capital gains tax
may need to be paid on the full value of your company’s assets
(including the portfolio of passive investments) upon your death.

The Corporate Asset Transfer Plan
The Corporate Asset Transfer Plan allows you to transfer passive
corporate investments into a tax-exempt life insurance policy to
cover your life insurance needs and to benefit from the tax-deferred
growth within the policy.1 Then, upon death, the plan allows you to
transfer these sums tax efficiently to your heirs. When compared to
traditional taxable investment options, this approach can maximize
the after-tax value they receive.
With the Corporate Asset Transfer Plan you get:
•

An immediate increase in the after-tax value of your corporation
at death which increases your estate value, through the preferential
tax treatment of life insurance.

Plus:
•

You’re able to access the Cash Value of the plan at any time
through cash withdrawals or loans secured by the policy.

•

You’ll also be able to transfer the insurance proceeds to your
heirs outside of your will – reducing charges that result from
settling your estate.

It’s a simple way to minimize current tax and maximize the value of
the transfer of your “trapped” corporate surplus to your loved ones.
Note: Corporate tax planning can be complex. Before proceeding
with this strategy, you should work with your team of financial
planners to determine the full impact of this strategy for your
specific situation.
For example:
Sam and Sally are both 55 years old and are co-owners of a
Canadian privately held corporation (S&S Opco). They have set-up
a holding company (S&S Holdco) that houses $400,000 of corporate
surplus that is currently invested in a fixed income portfolio. Sam
and Sally would like to eventually transfer at least half of these
funds to their children, Bill and Betty, retaining the rest for potential
reinvestment back into the business.

•

A conversion of your company’s taxable surplus into non-taxable
surplus.

Currently, S&S Holdco owns 100% of the shares of S&S Opco. Last
year, when they factored-in the tax they paid on the investment
income (at a rate of 50%), a 5% net annual return translated into
2.5% net return after-tax!

•

Reductions in future taxable income since assets are transferred
into a life insurance policy with tax-deferred accumulation.

Sam and Sally are looking for an alternative and are considering the
Corporate Asset Transfer Plan.

•

A potential reduction of the taxable value of your business for
estate purposes.
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•

Based on this projection, if Sam and Sally both passed away by
year 30 (when they reach age 85), their heirs would receive
almost four times more value using the Corporate Asset Transfer
Plan compared to investing the same amount in the fixed
income portfolio (i.e. $1,018,261 compared to $266,472).

•

Using the insurance strategy, capital gains will be minimized and
based on the cash value of the policy prior to the death benefit
payout. Conversely, without the Corporate Asset Transfer Plan,
capital gains tax would be payable on the entire amount
of the fixed income portfolio.

A Projection of Net After-Tax Estate Values
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This projection ignores the impact of the capital gain that arises when the corporate
shares are deemed disposed upon death because the outcome varies depending on if
post mortem tax planning is put in place or not. Life insurance cash value immediately
before death would impact share valuation while the full Fair Market Value (FMV) of
the Alternative Investment would impact the share value.

The Results
•

Over a 10 year period, $200,000 of corporate surplus will be
reallocated to insurance (net of charges) and will accumulate on
a tax-deferred basis in a universal life insurance policy, greatly
reducing their corporate tax bill.

•

At death, and after receipt of the life insurance benefit, the
company can pay the proceeds less the Adjusted Cost Basis
(ACB) of the policy to Sam and Sally’s estate via tax-free capital
dividends. Any amount of the remaining death benefit can be
paid as a taxable dividend which benefits from favourable
dividend tax rates. This process maximizes the amount that Bill
and Betty will receive.

Our Commitment to You
BMO Life Assurance Company, a part of BMO Financial Group,
appreciates the opportunity to help you meet your financial needs.
We are committed to respecting and protecting your privacy and
confidentiality of the personal information you have entrusted to us.
It is important for you to understand what information we will
collect, how we will use it, and who may see it.
To view our full privacy policy, please visit the privacy section at
bmoinsurance.com

Let’s connect
For more information about BMO Insurance or our products, please
consult with your insurance advisor or contact us:
BMO Life Assurance Company,
60 Yonge Street, Toronto, ON M5E 1H5
1-877-742-5244
bmoinsurance.com
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Subject to certain maximum amounts. See your insurance advisor for more details.
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This example is a projection based on a Joint Last to Die Life Dimensions (Low Fees) universal life policy with YRT 85/20 cost of insurance, 10-Pay ($20,000 per year), 4% credited rate
in a Guaranteed Market Indexed, $745,000 face solve. The Fixed Income Portfolio is projected at 5%, 0% probate fee and 45% individual dividend tax rate. Please contact your advisor
for full detail. Source: The Wave 37.0.

The information in this publication is intended as a summary of our products and/or services and may include projected values based on a set of assumptions. Actual results may not
be guaranteed and may vary. Please consult the appropriate policy contract for details on the terms, conditions, benefits, guarantees, exclusions and limitations. The actual policy
issued governs. Each policyholder’s financial circumstances are unique and they must obtain and rely upon independent tax, accounting, legal and other advice concerning the
structure of their insurance, as they deem appropriate for their particular circumstances. BMO Life Assurance Company does not provide any such advice to the policyholder or to the
insurance advisor.
The content of this presentation is based on sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
Insurer: BMO Life Assurance Company.
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